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Code Enforcement ● Purchasing

Ethics above all else...   Service to others before self...  Quality in all that we do.

To: City Council

From: Pete DiMaria, Interim City Manager

Date: March 22, 2022

Regular Meeting Date: April 4, 2022

Legislative        Quasi-Judicial        Administration        Other  

SUBJECT: Presentation of the Naples Airport Authority (NAA) Part 150 Noise Study Update.

SUMMARY: Mike Arnold of Environmental Science Associates will present an overview of 
progress on the noise study.   Chris Rozansky, Executive Director of the NAA, will also be 
available to answer questions. 

BACKGROUND: In 2019 the City of Naples Airport Authority (NAA) initiated a voluntary, 
federally-regulated noise study to assess noise compatibility planning. The Part 150 Noise and 
Land Use Compatibility Study provides a structured, collaborative approach for airport 
operators, pilots, neighboring communities, and the FAA to evaluate opportunities to address 
community concerns regarding aircraft noise.

The last FAA-approved Part 150 Noise Study was completed more than 20 years ago (1997). 
A noise study was nearly completed in 2010 but was not submitted to the FAA for approval 
since it would not have resulted in meaningful reductions in noise exposure.

The study, while voluntary for an airport sponsor to undertake, must follow a federally 
prescribed process and is conducted in two phases:

a. Noise Exposure Map (NEM) – Shows existing and future aircraft sound exposure levels 
and identifies uses that are noncompatible with those levels.  The NEM Report was 
accepted by the FAA on December 9. 2021.  The report may be viewed at 
https://flynaples.com/noisestudy/part-150-noise-study-documents/. 

b. Noise Compatibility Program (NCP) – Recommends measures to address aircraft noise 
and ways to address or reduce noncompatible uses while preserving safety and airport 
operational abilities.  The NCP is currently underway and will be submitted to the FAA, 
who will review and approve/disapprove the recommended measures.  Implementation 
of any approved measures would take place at a future date to be determined after 
completion of the NCP.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Accept presentation.


